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Foreword 

The workshop 'Infrastructure design and road safety ' was one of the initiatives which the 
OECO Steering Committee for Road Transport Research developed with the aim of 
exchanging information in the road transport sector, in order to respond to the urgent 
needs expressed by Central and Eastern European countries. Road safety was indicated as 
one of the priority areas. 

The workshop was held in Prague, Czech Republic on October 12-14, 1994. The 
workshop was attended by some 45 participants from 11 CEE countries and 4 from the 
West. Presentations were given on all major issues in the field of infrastructure design and 
road safety. Statements on road safety problems were given by 8 CEE countries. The 
workshop formulated general conclusions and recommendations at the end of the work
shop and all participants expressed their opinion to intensify exchange of knowledge and 
experience on 'infrastructure design and road safety'. Based on the success of the 
works hop the participants expressed the wish to repeat a workshop like this and 
international organisations such as OECD, PIARC, the European Union (PHARE
programme) and banking institutions (World Bank, EBRD, etc) are encouraged to feel 
respons)ble to organize or at least facilitate this technology transfer and possibilities for 
co-operation. 

The seminar was organised by the SWOY Institute for Road Safety Research in close co
operation with the Czech Ministry of Transport. Special thanks are addressed to 
Pragoprojekt (Mr . Zdenek Trcka) as local organiser of the workshop. We thank the 
Western experts who presented high quality contributions and shared their experiences. 
Last but not least , we thank all participants for their active contributions during the work
shop. 

The proceedings of the workshop are in 2 volumes: 

Part I: Summary report, conclusions and recommendations (0-94-14 I) 
Part II: Lectures of the workshop (0-94-14 II) 

Fred Wegman 
SWOY Institute for Road Safety Research 
Chairman of the workshop 
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1. Introduction 

OECD Workshop B3 on 
INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN AND ROAD SAFETY 

WHERE: In the Czech Republic (Prague) 

WHEN: 15-18 November 1994 

WHY: There is no question about the intimate relationship between road design and 
management on the one hand and traffic safety on the other in terms of accident frequency 
and severity. Many technical studies in the past in OECD Member countries and several 
OECDIR1R publications highlight and identify these connections and point to priority 
areas where immediate benefits will accrue through low-cost engineering measures. The 
workshop will tap ons this knowledge and provide easily applicable expertise to CEEC 
technical experts. 

HOW: The workshop has been organised around two axes: 

1. Presentations by CEEC experts of overall and specific road safety 
problems. The present quality and conditions of infrastructure by type of 
road, network class and area (urban, rural). Priority issues are given. 

2. Presentations by selected OECDIEU experts and consultants of the 
present state-of-the-art practice and technology: network planning, design 
principles and standards, speed and road accident, geometric 
characteristics and the relation between road design parameters and 
accidents, implementation of facilities, design of carriageways and road 
sides, black spot approaches, low-cost engineering countermeasures, 
working zones. 

PARTICIPATION: CEEC technical experts from highway administrations, at national. 
regional and local levels. City engineers and planners. Traffic and Traffic Safety experts. 
Police officers. Economists from planning and finance Ministries. EU and OECD experts 
from the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, United Kingdom. 

ORGANISATION: 50 participants. Language: English. Duration: 4 days (starting 
Tuesday morning, ending Friday midday. Accommodation: training centre with meeting 
facilities in Prague. 



2. Detailed programme of the workshop 

Tuesday, 15 November 1994 

9:30 - 11 :00 Opening statements 

* Opening, Mr. Machart (Czech Ministry of Transport) 

* Workshop's objectives, Fred Wegman (SWOV) 

* Practical matters, Zdenek Trtka (Pragoprojekt) 

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee Break 

11:30 - 13:00 Short statements on road safety problems by representatives of some 
CEE Countries 

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 - 14:30 Introduction of Road Transport Research Programme of OECD, Burkhard 
Horn (OECD) 

14:30 - 15:30 Short statements on road safety problems 

15:30 - 16:00 Coffee break 

16:00 - 17:15 Road Safety phenomenon, Fred Wegman (The Netherlands) 

17:15 - 18:00 Road design and design standards and Road Classification, Pim Slop 
(The Netherlands) 

18:00 - 18.30 Discussion 

Wednesday, 16 November 1994 

9·.oO - 9:45 Methodology to assess road safety effects, Geoff Maycock (UK) 

9:45 - 10.30 Vulnerable road users, Pim Slop, (the Netherlands) 

10:30 - 11.00 Coffee break 

11:00 - 11:45 Speed and road safety, Geoff Maycock (UK) 

11:45 - 12.30 D'~cussion 

12:30 - 13.30 Lunch 

14:00 - 17.o0 Excursionffechnical Visit in and around Prague 



Thursday, 17 November 1994 

9:00 - 10:30 Design of motorways and rural roads with special emphasis on traffic 
safety Rtidiger Lamm (Gennany), read by Fred Wegman 

10:30 - 11:30 Coffee break. 

11 :00 - 11 :45 Design of urban streets inc. residential streets, Kenneth Kjemtrup 
(Denmark) 

11 :45 - 12:30 Discussion 

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch 

13:30 - 14:15 Road side safety, Fred Wegman (The Netherlands) 

14:15 - 15:00 Discussion 

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee break. 

15:30 - 16:15 Black spot approach, Pim Slop (The Netherlands) 

16:15 - 17.00 Low cost engineering measures, Pim Slop (The Netherlands) 

17:00 - 17.30 Discussion 

Friday, 18 November 1994 

9:00 - 9:45 Vulnerable road users, Pim Slop (The Netherlands) 

9:45 - 10.30 Road signing/marking/working zones, Kenneth Kjemtrup (Denmark) 

10.30 - 11:00 Coffee break. 

11:00 - 12:30 Closing session: fonnulation of conclusions and recommendations 

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch 



3. Summary report of the various sessions 

1. Road safety problems in Central and Eastern European Countries 

Based on statements of the representatives from Central and Eastern European countries 
and the discussions during the workshop the main road safety problems could be 
formulated as follows. 

In different reports from several CEECs (Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Latvia, Hungary, 
Moldova, Poland, Rumania, Slovakia, Ukraine and Czech Republic) as main characteristics 
of the road safety problem were introduced: 
- a sharp increase of the number of casualties since the political and economic changes at 
the end of the 1980s, although some countries seem to have stopped the unfavourable 
development (e.g. Hungary, Poland); Future developments have to clarify this. 
- most of the accidents happened on urban roads, the most serious accidents on rural 
roads. Speeding (inappropriate and high speeds) is reported as a major cause of accidents, 
especially in curves. The same holds for accidents with overtaking and with fixed objects. 
- poor design and maintenance of the road infrastructure is reported as a contributory 
factor to accidents 
- inside built-up areas pedestrians and other vulnerable road users as cyclists form a large 
proportion of the total number of casualties; 
- a general impression was expressed indicating a poor standard of road layout, poor 
signing and marking and bad condition of the road side in CEECs; 
- accident statistics show a large number of black spots. 

Moreover, a proper organisational structure of road safety policies and their 
implementation is sometimes lacking in CEECs, especially when it comes to 
interministerial co-operation and co-operation between the national government and 
regional and local authorities. Furthermore, the role of private (traffic safety) organizations 
is not well-expressed. 

Finally, most status-reports from CEECs raise the problem of lack of financial resources to 
improve the quality of the road infrastructure, and, consequently, to reduce road accidents. 

2. Road safety phenomenon 

The growth of motorisation is accompanied by exponentially decreasing curve for fatality 
rates. Just by combining both developments as a product [fatalities = fatalities/kilometrage 
* kilometrage] the development of fatalities could be described. This lead to the 
conclusion that a reduction in number of fatalities ought to be the result of a higher 
decrease in fatality rate than increase in mobility growth. A reduction rate of 8-10% in 
fatality rates must be considered as realistic targets for Central and- Eastern European 
countries. If traffic growth is not accompanied by appropriate risk reducing 
countermeasures and activities, an increase of road fatalities might be the outcome · The 
lesson to be learnt from high-motorized countries is, when accelerated traffic growth is 
anticipated, no time has to be lost to invest in safety . 

Road accidents usually occur as a result of a critical combination of circumstances and 



seldom have just one cause. There appear to be many opportunities for preventing human 
errors that brings about road accidents (cf. the so-called phase model of the accident 
process). This could be used as a starting point when formulating a road safety policy. 
This calls for integrated road safety programmes and requires the government to be 
organised in such a way as to reflect these. A politically sanctioned National Road Safety 
Policy, which is regarded by the entire road safety community as being its 'ownership', 
which can count on the support of (large sections of) the public, which is based on a clear 
analysis of road safety and contains concrete (quantitative) targets, can make a significant 
contribution to improving road safety. 

Proper road design is crucial to prevent human errors in traffic and less human errors 
will result in less accidents. To prevent human errors three safety pr:· ... ciples have to be 
applied in a systematic and consistent manner as much as possible: preventing unintended 
use of the roads, preventing large discrepancies in speed, mass and direction, preventing 
uncertainty amongst road users. Where these principles have been applied (motorways and 
residential streets) low accident risks occur. In general terms: high driving speed, many 
inconsistencies, many differences in direction, speed, different type of road users 
occupying the same space explain the greater risks for arterial roads in urban areas and for 
rural roads. 

3. Infrastructure design 

3.1. Road design and design standards 

Road design standards are generally supported on three main grounds: 
- to ensure uniformity among different designs, thus making traffic situations and road 
user behaviour more predictable; 
- to enable the existing expertise in geometric design, to be more broadly app lied; and 
- to ensure that road funds are not misspent through inappropriate design. 
To serve these aims standards must have a certain coercion. In this respect, standards can 
be a great help, but compelling standards could have also disadvantages (unnecessary 
limitation of designers freedom). Making a standard compulsory is only justified if there is 
the certainty that the solution offered is the optimal one. Classifying standards with regard 
to their fmnness could be regarded as an interesting approach by distinguish: regulations, 
guidelines, recommendations, suggestions and possibilities. 

The safety aspect is not clearly represented in existing design standards. To improve the 
impact of the safety aspect among other criteria the following recommendations could be 
given: a more explicit treatment of safety, a better connection between research results and 
standards, a differentiation in the status of the standards and a system of margins, together 
with a set of instructions how to make use of it. 

International harmonization of standards has the same advantages and disadvantages as 
setting national standards. But a process of international harmonization could be seen as a 
possibility to treat safety more explicitly in the various design procedures. This process 
should pay attention to the problem under what condition to depart from the standards · 



3.2. Road classification 

The main purpose of road classification from a safety point of view is that the functions of 
a road are made clear, so that the road users have a better expectation of the traffic 
processes on that road, and behave accordingly. The this end, the design of a road must 
be consistently related to its functions, either by distinct features or by the appearance of 
the road as a whole. The relationship between 'purpose' (= intended functions), 'shape' (= 
design) and 'use' (actual functions) of a road have to be in accordance with each other. 

Using a hierarchical classification of the road network, drawn up in a traffic plan, can 
steer many aspects of traffic behaviour in a desirable direction. This means that road users 
should have an understanding of the functional relationship between parts of the road 
network. 

Three functions can be distinguished: through or flow function (rapidly processing with 
through traffic), the distributor function (to enter or leave areas) and access function (to 
enter or leave the road). Besides these traffic function a residential function could be 
distinguished (making homes etc. accessible and at the same time making the street a safe 
meeting place). Many times, more than one aspect of the traffic function is supposed to 
occur on the same road: the roads are multifunctional. Comparison of casualty rates for 
various types of road reveals that the traditional roads, which are multifunctional (main 
roads within built-up areas and single and dual carriageways outside built-up areas, to 
which all traffic is admitted) are among the most hazardous. It is to be advised to remove 
as consistent as possible all function combinations. Three functional road categories 
(through roads, pure distributor roads and pure access roads, could be the result of this 
approach. All three road types have to be designed with three design principles in mind: 
preventing unintended use of the road (functional use), preventing large discrepancies in 
vehicle speed, mass and direction (homogeneous use) and preventing uncertainty among 
road users (predictable use). 

3.3. Speed and road safety 

The relationship between the traffic speeds on a road and accident rates depends on many 
interacting factors. However, the evidence available from international studies suggests 
that for every one km/hour in the mean speed, injury accidents change in the same 
direction by about 3%. This conclusion is independent from the type of intervention and 
the character of the before situation. 
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3.4. Design of motorways and rural roads 

A large proportion of serious accidents can be attributed to two-lane rural roads and a 
major problem on these roads seems to be the curve roadway sections. The actual driving 
behaviour in curves is many times not attuned to the geometric design parameters of that 
curve. Speed errors may be related to inconsistencies in horizontal alignment that cause 
the driver to be surprised by sudden changes in the road characteristIcs, to exceed the 
critical speed and to lose control of the vehicle. 

To evaluate quantitavely curve design in the future, three safety criteria were developed: 
- achieve operating speed consistency 
- design consistency, and 
- driving dynamic consistency. 

Limiting the changes in operating speeds between road sections to certain ranges, it can be 
determined whether the break in the speed profIle is acceptable, or may cause a speed 
change that could lead to critical driving manoeuvres. Research results also indicate that 
harmonizing the design speed and the 85-th percentile operating speed (V85) is an 
important goal to be considered in new designs, redesigns and rehabilitation strategies of 
rural roads. Design consistency in a curve meets driver expectancy and improve road 
safety. It is still to be studied within which limits of these two safety criterion one can 
speak of good design, fair design and poor design. 

The third safety criterion compares side friction for a curve design in existing guidelines 
with the actual side friction demand at curved sites. For safety reasons side friction as 
assumed in the guidelines have to exceed the friction demand. 

3.5. Design of urban streets 

The condition for attaining the greatest possible level of road safety on urban road 
networks is that road users behave in a manner that reduces the risk of accidents. The road 
designer should take care that the traffic picture is comprehensible and simple, in order to 
minimise the cognitive loading. Due to differences in traffic culture it is not appropriate to 
offer unambiguous instructions on the correct design. However, recommendations could be 
given on certain fundamental physical conditions for the development of good design of 
urban roads and streets. 

In designing road networks in urban areas consideration should be given to road safety, a 
sense of security, accessibility, passibility, capacity, clearness, the environment and urban 
architecture. Fast moving motorized traffic should be separated from slow moving, 
vulnerable road users · Many investigations have shown that speed has a significant effect 
on road safety, security and the environment. The speed differential must be between 
certain limits when different categories of road users use the same space. A road 
classification base on functional requirements (through, distributor and access) and speed 
classification (high, medium, low) per category of road has proved useful as a basis for 
setting priorities in road safety. 

From this perspective arrangements have to be made for access control, parking needs, 
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road equipment conditions etc. Alignment design, cross-section design, junction design and 
selection of types of speed reduction are crucial to design safe roads and streets. Inside 
established built-up areas freedom for safe design is generally rather limited, but 'best 
practice' guidelines are available in different countries (UK, Germany, Denmark, The 
Netherlands, etc.). These guidelines deals with arterial roads (through function) as well as 
with traffic calming in distributor and access roads. 

3.6. Vulnerable road users 

As vulnerable road users are considered 
- those 'weaker' in accidents, influenced by differences in mass and degree of protection; 
- those having a lower degree of physical resistance resulting in a higher risk of (serious) 
injury or fatality, ego elderly road users; 
- those having poor abilities to 'hold their own' in traffic, because of lacking knowledge 
of traffic regulations, experience in traffic, speed of response, ego children; 
- those who cannot strictly ge regarded as traffic participants, but who can be involved in 
road accidents, ego playing children or shoppers. 

This leads to the identification of pedestrians, bicyclists and motorized two-wheelers as 
vulnerable road users, and within these groups the young and elderly particularly. To 
improve their safety measures to prevent the occurence of accidents have preference over 
measures with a curative character. Segregation in advance by creating separate networks 
for pedestrians, cylists and motorized vehecles is one main principle. The other one is 
integration of traffic modes, but then very low vehicle speeds are required. 

Segregation of pedestrians/cylists on one hand and motorized vehicles on the other could 
be designed on a small-scale (footways, cycle tracks, pedestrianised streets etc.), on a 
medium scale (car free city centres, complete cycle routes seperated from the carriageway, 
etc.) and on a large scale (overlapping networks with grade seperated crossings). 

Of course these types of solutions are necessary where a lot of vulnerable road users are 
present: inside built-up areas, in residential areas, near schools and in areas where many 
aged people live, in shopping areas etc. 

4. Road safety features 

4.1. Road side safety 

A large proportion of accidents occur where vehicles leave the road. Safe verges could be 
designed according the following procedure: 
- design obstacle free zones; 
- if necessary, deal with single obstacles by removing rigid obstacles, by placing 
'harmless' obstacles and by protecting rigid obstacles through crash barriers or impact 
attenuators; 
- if necessary, design full protected zones · 

Test acceptance criteria have to be established for impacts. First of all accelerations and 
decelarations have to be below certain maximum values (so -called ASI-values), impacting 
vehicles should not underride or override a safety barrier, have to remain upright and the 



exit angle have to be limited. A barrier should contain and redirect the vehicle without 
breakage, no part of the barrier should be detached and no part shail penetrate the 
passenger compartment. The dynamic deflection of the safety barrier should be below 
certain values. 

The European Committee for Standardization (Technical Committee 226, Working Group 
1) defines vehicle impact test criteria and acceptance tests for different containment levels. 

Concrete barriers and steel guard rails could perform equally under light and medium 
severe impact conditions. Steel barriers perform better under high impact conditions (large 
impact angles, high speeds). For working zones special safty devices have been developed. 

4.2. Low cost engineering measures 

Different strategies could be used to rate and weigh accident countermeasures. Simply 
choose the countermeasures that are expected to reduce at most the number of accidents or 
injuries. However, these are usuallu also the most expensive! A second approach is to 
express the accident reduction in financial terms and calculate the difference between 
benefits and the costs of the countermeausres (per year). Choose the countermeasures that 
show the largest positive difference. In the third approach the rate of benefits and costs are 
calculated: this indicates what you get back for your money. The last and most commonly 
used, approach calculates the number of casualties to be saved by a countermeasure per 
unit of money spend on the countermeasures: cost-effectiveness. This last approach leads 
to the implementation of low-cost effective measures. 

The following examples could be given of problems to be solved with low-cost measures: 
narrow lanes/shoulders: pavement edge lines, raised pavement markers, post delineators. 
Sharp horizontal curves: post delineators, obstacle removal, pavement anti skid treatment, 
obstacle shielding, speed reducers, shoulder widening, appropriate superelevation, gradual 
sideslopes. Various hazards at intersections: priority control, siganl control, pavement 
antiskid treatment, public ligthing and speed reducers. It is to be advised to develop a 
catalogue of all possible measures, their expected effects and their possible disadvantages. 

4.3. Road signing/marking/working zones 

Fundamental principles are available of planning, establishing and maintaining road 
signs, so that thay can be seen and understood at all times by road users. These principles 
could be applied in such a way that these are valid across the entire spectrum of traffic 
culture and national borders. As far as the reading and understanding of information is 
concerned road usersneeds can be divided in four phases: observation of information, 
selection of information, reading and processing of information and braking distance. 

The purpose of road markings is to guide, advise and regulate traffic with a viwe to 
increasing road safety and the effective flow of traffic. Road marking should therefore be 
visible under all road conditions of illumination and, to the extent possible, under all 
weather conditions. Some types of marking are more visible than others in wet weather. A 
decision have to be made by a road authority what where to apply: flat markings, profiled 
markings and studs; their needed visibility under varying conditions of illumination and 
weather determines their optimal application. The necessary visibility distance is 



additional - fifth step - detailed investigation have to be made. The sixth step is 
establishing accident causes, the seventh is selecting countermeasures and the next step is 
evaluating whether the implemented countermeausres work as expected (no side-effects) 
and reduce accidents by evaluating the measures. 

Research results indicate average reductions in casualties of 50 - 60% of treated black 
spots. A black spot approach is hopefully the victim of its own success. The next 
generation of approaches is to investigate 'black routes or areas'. This opens the 
possibility to introduce the consistency of road design. 

4. General conclusions and recommendations 

1. Although big differences exist between Central and Eastern European countries resp. the 
New Independent States (former Soviet Union) and OECD Member countries all people 
attending the workshop expressed the opinion that exchange of knowledge and experience 
on "Infrastructure design and road safety" is considered very useful. Appreciation was 
expressed to the organisers of the workshop. Based on the success of the workshop, the 
participants expressed their wish to repeat a workshop like this. Furthermore, technology 
transfer and co-operation and research in the field of the theme of the workshop is 
recommended. International organisations, like the OECD and PIARC, the European 
Union (PH ARE-programme) and banking organisations (World bank, EBRD, etc.) are 
encouraged to feel themselves responsible to organise or at least facilitate this technology 
transfer and possibilities for co-operation. Suggestions were made of research items to be 
studied with researchers 'from the east and from the west'. 

2. Participants hold the opinion that organisation of road safety policy and financing of 
road safety measures deserve more attention from policy-makers and politicians in Central 
and Eastern European countries. These countries could learn from experiences from 
Western Europe and decision-makers and politicians could be invited to seminars or to 
make study-visits. 

3. Accident rates (number of casualties per kilometer travelled) in Central and Eastern 
European countries are two be three times higher than the ones in highly motorized 
countries as OECD countries. The WorldBank estimates that at present between 1 and 2% 
of the Gross National Product is lost through costs incurred by road a~cidents in CEECs. 
The number of casualties has increased during the last few years, although in a number of 
countries the growth in road hazard seems to come to a halt However, the long term 
developments of casualties in the developed countries could be described well by a S
shaped growth of motorisation accompanied by exponentially decreasing curve for fatality 
rates. It is assumed that this relationship will be realistic in CEECs as well. This means 
that the expected traffic growth has to be accompanied by appropriate risk reducing 
measures and activities, otherwise an increase of road casualties might be the outcome. 

4. It is realistic to expect that an effective road safety policy in CEECs will result in a 
smaller increase in casualties, as was the case in highly motorised countries until the 
beginning of the seventies. Without an effective road safety policy the number of 
casualties will increase much more. The earlier this safety policy will be implemented, the 
less accidents and economical losses due to road accidents can be expected . 



internationally defined as the time that enables the road user to drive a vehicle in an 
efficient and foresighted manner. 

Road work zones disturb the free passage of traffic and will therefore always be 
considered as inconvenience by road users. It is vital that road work zones be planned 
thoroughly and with the greatest possible consideration for the safety of the road users 
and the road workers. A plan that describes the potential for distuIbances of traffic 
through a reduction of speed and the probability of queue fromation should be drafted for 
every work zone. The decisive factor is reduction of speed to the level that is deemed 
suitable for the road users and for people working on the road. If road users must change 
direction/lanes, they shall given timely warning and so they may understand what is 
expected from them. 

5. Research and methodology 

5.1. Methodology to assess road safety effects 

Two types of studies could be used to establish the relationship between design 
characteristics and accidents: the before and after method and the cross-sectional approach. 
The before and after approach relies on identifying trial sites at which design changes are 
proposed, and obtaining accident data before and after the changes are made. In principle, 
the effect of the change on accidents is then simply the ration of the accident frequency 
after the change to that before the change. However, in statistical terms a number of 
complicating factors have to be taken into account These are random fluctuations in the 
basic accident data, the need to control for systematic changes in accident rates over time 
and bias by selection. 

The cross sectional approach relies on obtaining extensive accident, flow and geometric 
data from a wide range of sites of a particular type and analysing this data to obtain 
estimates of the relations between accidents and the geometric design variables of interest 
Different well-known modelling techniques could be used (eg. GLIM). 

Careful design of methodology, high quality of data-collection and craftsmanship 
determines the quality and the validity of research results. 

5.2. Black spot approach 

The aim of black spot analysys is to find indications for improving the layout of an 
accident prone location, by studying similarities between features of the accidents 
occurring on that location. The analysis is primarily based on accident data, together with 
data on traffic, infrastructure layout and road environment. The best approach seems to be 
to combat combinations of circumstances and/or events that apparently often lead to 
accidents or often occur at accidents. 

Black spots on a road network are locations with high accident records. Black spots may 
be identified by retrieval from systematic accident registration in the national database. 
Once the black spot have been selected, analyses of these black spot~ can be made. The 
entire method consist of seven steps: data collection, data analysis, J'vnnulating hypotheses 
about accident patterns related to road layaout, testing of hypothesis. When necessary and 
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5. Research reports from high-motorized countries have concluded that a majority of 
accidents (90-95%) are due to human error only or in combination with other causes and 
about 30% result from faults in road design (10% are the result of mechanical defects). 
Research results from CEECs are not available and might differ (s[ghtly). It is an 
erroneous conclusion that education or enforcement are the most important, effective or 
efficient manners of preventing accidents. It is also possible to prevent human errors by 
proper road design. During the workshop concepts and many examples were given to 
illustrate this. 

6. The nature of the road safety problem requires an integrated approach to solve it 
(physical planning, infrastructure planning, public health policy, police policy, etc.). 
Integration with environmental policy might be considered. Infrastructure design is only 
one of the possibilities in this respect. Proper (safe) road design should be based on the 
following principles: a functional road classification in which function, design and road 
user behaviour are attuned, a management of speeds (reduction of speed and more 
homogeneous speed), creating - and meeting everywhere - expectations of road users and 
segregation of different traffic modes in case of high/moderate vehicle speeds. 

7. The following items were mentioned as priority areas in the field of infrastructure 
design and road safety and could be recommended for future co-operation: 
- black spot approach based on a high quality accident registration by the police 
(especially the accident location), data processing by computer, leading to low cost 
engineering measures. National guidelines should be developed; 
- independent road safety audits to improve the quality of road design in which the aspec t 
road safety is treated explicitly; 
- design of rural roads (two times two lanes, 2+1 lanes, etc.) in which capacity, safety and 
costs are weighed; 
- traffic calming measures; 
- specific road safety problems on rail road crossings, in tunnels, on intersections, with 
pedestrians, in working zones, in winter period. 

5. Papers presented during the workshop 

Celnar,1. Road safety in the Slovak Republic. 

Horn, B. Introductory statement. 

Kjemtrup, K . Urban streets. 

Kiemtrup, K. Road signs, markings and working zones. 

Lamm, R. Design of motorways and rural roads with special emphasis on traffic safety. 

Legac, I. & Anic, K. Traffic safety on Cratian roads . Preliminary data and prevention 
programma. 

Liivaleht, 1. Road safety in Estonia. 
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2. Statements on road safety problems by CEE Countries 

Romanian experience and programs concerning infrastructure design and 
road safety. Aural Strat. Regional Highway Department of IAS!. Romania. 

Traffic safety on Croatian roads; Preliminary data and prevention 
programme. Ivan Legac & Karlo Anic. Ministry of Maritime Affairs, 
Transport and Communications. Croatia. 

Measures to improve transport safety on the national public road network. 
Peter Monics. Hungary. 

Road safety in the Slovak Republic. J. Celnar. Directorate of motorways. 
Slovakia. 

Presentation of road safety problems in the Czech Republic. Josef Mikulik. 
Transport Research Center. Czech RepUblic. 

Traffic Security control on the highways of the Ukraine by refinement of 
way terms. A.S. Sabyshny. Kiev State Highways Scientific Research 
Institute. Ukraine. 

Road safety in Latvia. Alvis Puldtis . Ministry of Transport, Road Traffic 
Safety Directorate. Latvia. 

Road safety in Estonia. Jaak Liivaleht. Technical Center of Estonian 
Roads. Estonia. 





Romanian experience and programs concerning infrastructure and road 
safety 
Aurel Strat, P.E. 
Chief Maintenance Division, Regional Highway Department of IASI 

National Road Administration 
OECD Workshop B3 on infrastructure design and road safety. 
Praque, 15-18 November 1994 

It is a fact that Romania adhered to all European or International Agreements and Conven
tions concerning road signs and minimal necessary infrastructure elements of the road 
networkaction at international level which during the past three decades readapted it at least 
each decade. 

In this context, while for the new roads the geometric elements have been adapted according 
to the standards, for the existent network been done only a few improvements in order to 
assure a higher degree of road safety. 

This being the infrastructure situation of the road network, emerged the necessity to adapt it 
by programmes function the quick rhythm of changes in the structure and intensity of the 
traffic, in order to assure the minimal necessary conditions of traffic safety. This especially 
for the national roads with international traffic, in touristic crowded areas, border crossing 
points, economical areas, where have been granted the necessary conditions for the surface of 
the road, number of ways, geometric characteristics for acceptable speed, visibility in longitu
dinal and cross profile, vertical road signs and during past years horizontal ones, too. 

According to the importance of the road sector and by type of vehicles which traffic it, 
improvement works have been done in longitudinal and flat profile of the sectors with incli
nation higher than 4%, adding supplementary ways for low speed vehicles, for road turns 
with width and overhightening not in accordance with the standards, for black spots such as 
top hill turns lacking visibility. Sometimes these works forced us to change the road traject, to 
make cleanings and huge overfillings, to build ( .. ) brigdes and maintain the old space. 
Other works were enlargement of the road platform in order to eliminate obstacles from the 
sides of the road and install safety parapet. 
Simultaneously with the reinforcement of the road network by the yearly programs of execu
tion works were built refuge sideways with adequate traffic sign system, arrangement of all 
the access points to the reinforced sector, to assure water draining in order to diminish the 
risk of bowling up. 

In order to diminish the risk of skidding it has been paid attention to the uniformity of road 
surface, the water-proofing and protection of the existent road coverings and to make surface 
asphaltic treatments at least each 5 years . 

By programs it is assured vertical signalization of the roads with retroreflectorisant panels of 
big size on European roads and of normal size on the others; at the most important intersec
tions there are presignalising panels in suspended position or aside the road. 

Taking into consideration the problems which appear in the field of traffic safety, correlated 



with the infrastructure state of the network we organise training-checking courses for the 
execution staff and the teams in charge with the control and methodology, either for winter 
period tasks or warm season. 

We are preoccupied also by environmental maintenance and preservation in proper condi
tions: plantations aside the roads, in intersection areas, refuge and parking places. 

At regional and national level there kept a record or these programs pointing the normalisa
tion of the infrastructure, reaching the traffic safety goals and improvement of the road 
network, using a informatic system which spread to the country level of the road administra
tion. The data base it is in an advanced state of creation and will represent a basic tool for 
road management problems. 
With the international financial support (World Bank, BIRD, BERD) there are on-going 
execution works such as: 
- rehabilitation of the road network 
- arrangement of border passing points 
- vertical and horizontal signs for European roads 
- improvement of charge capacity class of the brigdes 
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TRAFFIC SAFETY ON CROATIAN ROADS -
- PRELIMINARY DATA AND PREVENTION PROGRAMME 

1. Facts about Croatia, Croatian Roads and Transport 

The Republic of Croatia comprises 57 000 km' and a population of almost 
as much as 4.8 million, Zagreb, its capital having about 900 000 
D4~abitants. In regard of its traffic-geographic position, it has an 
extreme transit significance for certain European countries and in 
linking Europe and Asia. 

The main roads network is about 27 500 km long, out of which 81% is with 
modern roadway (3). So far, 287 km of motorways and 73 km of semi
motorways (fast roads) have been constructed so far, and an extensive 
prograrr.rne of roads and bridges reconstruction is in preparation, as some 
70 major bridges have been destroyed or damaged by the aggressor, and the 
damage on the road network is estimated at appr. 1 billion USD. 

An international bidding for financing of the construction of about 650 
km of motorways, worth about 4-5 billion USD has also been published. 

In the year of 1990, 1.24 million motor vehicles were registered, out of 
~hich 795 000 is passenger cars. The registered vehicles also include 
5 900 buses, 41 000 lorries, 27 000 special vehicles and company cars, 
171 000 motor bicycles and 181 000 tractors. In the year of 1993, the 
number of motor vehicles registered was 743 000, out of them 646 000 
passenger cars. In the same year, the number of registered motor 
blcycles was reduced to only 10 000. 

~fumter of motor vehicles registered in the period 1981-1990 showed the 
annual increase of average 2.6%, while in the period 1985-1990 the annual 
traffic increase was average 6.5%. On 270 km of main roads outside of 
inhabited places, the average annual daily traffic in the year of 1990 
was exceedL~g 12 000 of vehicles. 

The territories occupied in 1991 have disconnected the main road routes: 
~he :agreb-tupanja motorway and the road Zagreb-Plitvice-Split. 

2. safety in Road Traffic 

Traffic accidents are monitored by the Minist~ of Internal Affairs, 
which has regularly been publishing annual bulletins en safety in road 
traf:~c for twenty years now. During investigation, the officers of the 
~inlstry collect the data about the accident, which are very simi:ar to 
these in other countries. These da~a are processed ar.d distributed in 
a cl assical way, iolhich is about to be modernized M.d standardized, 
however, al most all data on traffic accidents are free for access to the 
?llrOCSeS of i nvestigation and other purposes . 

?rof , ;)r , Ivan Leqac. Assistant to the Minister', K, An.i~, Adviser, 
Hin£s~ry of rtaritirue Affairs, Transport and ColIIJIIUnications, Zaqreb, Prisavlje 14 
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Figure 1: Traffic and road safety tendencies 1981-1993 

Compared to the old one I the new Law on safety in traffic of 1992 raised 
the allowed speed of vehicles by type of road and vehicles. Speed 
limitation on motorways was raised from 120 km/h to 130 km/h, and on the 
roads designed not solely for motor vehicles, from 80 km/h to 90 km/h. 
For buses and freight vehicles, the limitation was placed on 90 km/h 
instead of previous 80 km/h. 

The allowed level of alcohol in blood in Croatia is 0.05% for non
professional drivers and 0.00% for professional drivers. 

The statistics of traffic accidents in periods 1981-1990 and 1991-1993 
in its general indicators is already showing considerable variations in 
safety of the road transport in pre-war, war and post-war periods. 

FigLIe 1 illustrates both the Croatian road traffic tendencies and the 
tendencies of the basic road safety indicators by indices which are most 
appropriate for such an illustration. Until 1991 security was growing, 
i~ 1991 falling, then again growing in the period 1991 -1993, which is 
symptomatic of the war and general safety situation. 

~he largest number of persons killed in car accidents was recorded in 
~raatia i~ 1919 (1605) and 1980 (1603) . The largest number of injured 
was also recorded in 1980 (2). 

The ~isk of occurrence of traffic accidents of all kinds in the observed 
period was 8- 9 accidents per every million of vehicles/ kilometres a year . 
On major roads, the annual number of killed persons per million of 
vehicles/kilometres was reduced from 0.12 to 0 .09 . 

Most of the victims in these accidents are drivers (46%), then passengers 
! 35%) and pedestrians (19%). The percentage of the killed in the same 
categories was 45%, 26% and 29%. 



About 79% of all the victims were killed and wounded in inhabited places, 
i. e. by categories, 78% of drivers, 69% of passengers and 95% of 
pedestrians. Distribution of the killed is somewhat different: in 
inhabited places it is 70% of all killed persons (by categories, 88% of 
pedestrians, 68% of drivers and 55% of passengers). Even 78% of severely 
injured passengers were injured in the accidents that occurred in the 
inhabited places (2). 

On average 6.6% of accidents with killed or injured persons there is one 
child up to 14 years of age killed or injured. every ninth killed or 
injured person is a child, practically every second of them as a 
pedestrian. 

Car crashes prevail over all other types of accidents constituting 58% 
of accidents with all consequences; 44% of all killed persons get killed 
in car crashes, and 50% of all injured persons get injured that way (1). 

3. Road Traffic Accidents in Croatia 1991-1993 

Table 1 contains basic figures on traffic accidents, the situation and 
causes being largely a consequence of war and immediate post-war 
conditions in the Republic of Croatia. 

Table 1. Traffic accidents in Croatia 1991-1993 

Number of accidents Number of casualt..':es 
Year 

Total W/casualties Killed Injured 
caused 

1.991 53 297 11 599 1 020 15 845 
I 1992 56 815 12 758 975 17 517 
I 

I 
1993 , 58 188 .21 529 855 15 596 

1991-1993 168 300 35 846 2 850 48 958 

In the period 1991-1993 the number of killed persons was considerably 
reduced compared to the number of accidents with casual ties caused: while 
in the pre-war ~eriod av. one killed person was recorded on every ten 
accidents wi·~ casualties, in the period 1991-1993 one killed person was 
reccrded on a little less than 13 accidents · 

When it comes to children, the greatest change was in their part in the 
tctal number of casualties - in the pre-war period every ninth casualty 
was a child, and afterwards appr. every eleventh. 

:n· 549 accidents with casualties, the cause of accident was attributed 
to cbiective causes (improper condition of vehicle 20%, road damage 64%) . 

In the per~ oj :991-1993, the basic structure of accident causes .l1as 
reta~ned, so t.~at 97% of accidents were caused by drivers. !n the 
accidents involving pedestrians, abcut 60% were caused by drivers · 

, 

J 



4. Conclusions on Safety Work and Prevention 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs, Transport and Communications and Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, along with the Croatian Council on Traffic Safety, 
are the highest administrative bodies dealing with road traffic safety. 

There are certain authorities dealing with traffic safety on the district 
and city levels, but there has been a considerable delay in the beginning 
of work on organization of traffic safety, due to war and other 
conditions. 

Most important agencies and companies having greatest impact on traffic 
safety include companies such as public firm "Hrvatske Ceste" (Croatian 
Roads), Croatian Centre for Vehicles (carrying out technical inspection 
of vehicles) and Croatian Auto Club (HAK). 

In the prevention system, special attention is paid to traffic education 
in kindergartens and primary schools. Drivers training is obligatorily 
carried out in driving schools, where driving exams are done as well. 

Promotion of traffic safety is rarely present in Croatian television, 
some attention is dedicated to it only occasionally. However, there are 
frequent radio broadcasts on traffic safety. 

A series of researches have pointed out at numerous spots in the traffic 
network where large number of accidents l s happening year by year. Some 
300 of such spots were discovered, yet there is but few of them where 
steps have been taken to improve the situation. Eetter roads are 
certainly one of the requirements of safer traffic . This is particularly 
obvious in the field of motorways. Croatian experience is a confirmation 
of tt~ '1alue 0: world experiences: for instance, on ~he Zagreb-Karlovac 
moter~ay there were 0.001 killed persons per mi l lion Vehic~es/kilornetres 
in 1988 (0 . 34 wounded), while on the three main 3..!ld rrost dangerous there 
were average 0 .14 killed persons per million vehl!::les/kilemetres. 

Spots, road routes and areas of increased danger in traffic deserve 
Frio r ity in implementation of the safet y prograwme, especially because 
some ways to improvement require neither a lot of time nor money. It was 
~:1 tne years of war t:b.at placement of obstacles for forced vehicles I 
speed lcwer~ng on critical spots, because other ~easures did not produce 
satisfactory results. 

Our Cpiri cn is that the new National Road Safety Programme, along with 
roads and sianalization reconstruction and construction of modern roads 
and !l1Oterway-s, will be of decisive significance fer any considerable 
increase i~ : he safety level of read traffic. 

Literature : 

1. Bulletins en road traffic safety, ~UP, Z·ac;reb (1980- 1993) 
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lVteasures to Improve Transport Safety 

on the National Public Road Network 

1. Accident statistics 

In 1993 there \,"ere 19.500 accidents involving ·lnjuries on the o\-erall road 

l1et\vork while. of these .. 10.ROO conccnlcd the "ational t'oad nem'ork. Tl ~ 
number of fatal accidents \"as 1.462, of which 1.088 happened on roads 

managed hy the Ministry. 

The numher of accidents dropped by :20% as against 199:2. how~ye: .. though the 

performance of the vehicl~ fleet (k!n'ye:lf) fell by 27'!-·o. the size of the \ 'ehicll:! 
fleet continued to increase by 1-2 % in the same period (see Figure 1). The 

!itilti~rics sho\,,- that .. though environment pollution atlributable to road traffic· 

decreased proportionately to the drop in traffic volume, the reduction in the 

number of accidents was of smaller rate. Hence the probability or risk of 

accidents increased. This \\ lIs underlined by the relative accident index 

(accident'!10 million yehicle-km) which showed an increase of 11 % . 

.2. Description of the public road network 

The accident risk in Hungary amounts to 15.go.~ of the European average. The 

rate is much favourable for the built-in areas (109%) than for the rural areas 

U i ..+o 'l) though the figure for the motOf\\'ays (J 07%) is satisfying (~ee Figure 2). 

On the other hand. supposing 100 accidents .. twice as ma~ -people die in road 
accidents (.'n the motor\\'ays ill IIungary \lS in the other European COW1tr1es. This 
means that. thoue:h the motorwav network is 3 -4 timt:s sa1~r than the entire road ... . 
nen"\.ork. the severity of accidents on moton:\·ay'5 show a rather ullt~l'"ourabl~ 
pictur<!. 

1 he indc, of accid~nt denslt\· on motorwav-s ( ~l(.'cldcnt;· l 00 km) is similar to the . . 
average on trunkroads while one-fourth of this value was expen-enced on the 

secondary roads. 

The relative accident index (accl·dcnt !107 *vehlde kin)of the road networks 
managed by the Road Directorate sho\\ ' a remarkable de\ iation: 
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in 1993: 2.7 to 6'.5 

(the value \vas 1.5 tor motorways at the same time) 

To explore thc, relutionship hehind this deviation a m~1re detailed aonlv~i~ 

would be necessary to provide a basis for more efficient allocation of funds 

devoted to improving traffic safety. 

The situation has been the worst in the alIeas man<l!Z:ed bv Sze2ed. Debrecen and ... . . .... 
~yircgyhciza Road Directorates for a couple of years. Thc values of indices are 
mainly affected by the traffic load , 3\ erage daily traffic and the ratio of urban 

s~ctions \\:ithin the n~twork. This is underlined bv the verv unfavourable . " 
accident statistics on the Szeged urban section of trunkroad No 5 and road No 
43 , 

3. Measures aiming at transport development in 1994 

The funds allocated to national public roads of altogether 30 thousand km 
length in 1993 and 1994 wcre as follows (in HUF million): 

f:~~~j;~l,~~i1~iil&~~W_~l\lII~'~~~i'" 
1993 I 8.089 16.572 10.244 34.905 

1994 12.000 22.360 12.378 46.i38 

The development of the motorway network has continued. A link has been 
establish~d bcn\'een Motonvays Ml and M5 by opening Expressway 1\-10 (by

JJ~~il)g Bud.:tpe'ilt) to trnflic. It!; main importance s:tands at rclieYing th~ capital 
and tennination ot a IlK route which has prc\'ailed for l(Jug )-c:.u!; L~l\\,~C'1I 

Towns Komarom. Szekesfehervar. Duna101dvar and Kecskemet. The 
completion of the section by-passing Town Gyor of Motonvay rvf1 is also of ' 
importance from the aspects of environment protection and traffic safety. 
Currently = the construction of by-passing or relieving sections for six cities are 
underway. 
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The: eompJetion of [\\-'0 important bridges has be:en scheduJcd for this year: the 
one oyer River Tisza at Cigand-Dombovar and an overpass at Sz6lo Stree~ 
Oroshaza, the latter has been designed to eliminate a black spot. \Vithin a road 
upgrading program the development of urban se:ctions at Towns Raja and 
Kapos\·ar have: been ncaring completion. 

In 1 994 three round-about intersections will be complc:ted. six major 
intersections will be reconstructed. traffic li!!ht control will be established for ... 
ten locations and altogether 70 interse~tions will be develr)p~d from Th4~ 

considerations of capacity increase or traffic safety. Within one year 89 cycle 
lanes will b~ constructed at a total value ofHUF 365 million. 

..... 'Yleasures designed to imprm'e traffic safety 

The amendment to the Traffic Code introdiJced m 1993 and 1994 
exclusively aimed at improving traflic safety. Immediate advantages have 
been resulted by the introduction of 50 kmt'h speed limit within built-in 
areas. The measurements show that the average speed has dropped by 

10% and speed distribution has been more homogenous than it used to be 

betore. The efficiency of measures has. been improved by the 

simultaneous and considerable raising of tines. more intensive 
enlorcement by the police and resuming P.R. activity ilt a higher lc\'el. 
The number of accidents in built-in areas "ho'\os a positiYC trend ($ee

Figures 3 and 4), however. certain increase can be experienced in the tirst 
half of 1994. 

From the aspect of safety, the introduction of compUlsory da~1ime use of 

subdued lights fc)r vehicles has been unevitably a useful measure. Some 
80~ ti of the drivers use subdued lights on thc national public roads. The 
etlkiency is planned to be further increac:;ed by improyed P.R. for the 
foreign drivers and placing warming panc!5i along the Austrian border. 
Through these measures the risk of accident is intended to be reduced on 
rural road sections. 

Tu improve the situation on motorway", the emphasi:)' should be put on 
operation . Higher average speed calls 10r higher le\'el of ser\'ice ~. primaril'$' 
in teliT'l~ of pclvement evenness, visibility of traffic engineering fac.,ilities 

both the day and the night time. access to hard shoulder and regular 
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maintenance of the central resen·ation. The speed'\"ays must be reliably 

ensured against such situations as animal passing, ped~strians' or bikers' 
movement (!=ither along or across the road) or traf!ie of 510'" vehicles. 
further black spots are constituted. in generallenns. by thc end-junctions 

of motorways: th~ir rcspective arrangement'i should be regularly revised. 
The urban approach sections are often exposed to congestion; the traffic 

tlO\v is to bc continuously monitored and computer-aided traffic control is 

to be introduccd for the most critical bottlenecks. By indicating 

compulsory speed. th~ congestions can be avoided or handlcd without 

accidents. 

\Vithin the category of expressways .. for the so-called "semi-motorwaystr~ 

painting symmetric deyiding stripes ean be of satisfactory cffect up to a 

capacity use 70-80%. Above this value the number of accidents starts to 

gro\y again. This will probably characterize Expressway MO and 

trunkroad No 8 being of four traffic lanes: to separate the t\1'.'o directions 

01' traffic fio,\.', concrete barriers of~ew-Jersey type seem to be advisable. 

Some countries of advanced motori7ation also examine cross-sections and 
intcrsections which would properly correspond to the car~goT)' of 

exprcssv.llys and pro\'ide an unambiguous arrangement for the drivers 

(sec Figure 5). 

On the basis of the advantages of the existing round-about intersections. a 

new guidelinc 'vas issued this vear. The: number of round-abouts to be - -
constructed yearly should be increased. Thc relatively higher construction 
costs of such intersections would well rerum in tenns of improved safelY 

and environment protection. 

Various technical tests were eonduc·ted addressing. improved safe~ . of raj 1-
road le, Cl crossings. One of the comiderations was to a\'oid the 

unnecessary c"\.'1ension of the existing wide range ot "road signs . Instead of 
the speed bumps. v.,hich scem to be a rather rude intervention .. transv~rsal 

spe~d reducing lanes (allov.ed b)' the pre, ious modifkaLion of the Traffic 
Code:) with infonnator~; pa"ement markings have been proposed . On the 

completion of the corresponding tests, liimilar arrangement \\Om 

foreseeably proposed for the rail crossings. 
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TIle arrangement of urban section at Nyergesujfalu designed with a \'iew 

to traffic relief and observing the inhabitants' transport demand. has been 

of great s.uccess. On the basis of the same principle and haying drawn the 

lessons from this first project, speed reducing "islands" of this I)'pe are 

under construction within the frameV\.'ork of road rehabilitatiolls at the 

outer parts of several settlements, This solution v/Ill probably be more and 

more widespread due to the incre:l!i"ing claim for traffic safet-.· and 

enyironment protection. 

A separate part of. the Road Fund provide~ for tile development of c~cle 

lane network. In addition~ joint efforts are made . by neighbouring 

settlements or regions to establish cycle lanes for the most popular routes. 

On this area the objective of improying trank safety is also promoted by 
tourism- und other local business - oriented interests. 

TIle improvement of traffic safety has been contributed to by the issue of 

unifonn technical guidelines of nationwide application \\-hich would 

encourage uniform practice to be followed in traffic control and traffic 

engineering by the road managers. An other aim is to support the local 

governm~nts in their related activity, though our efforts, regrettably, were 

of little success so far. Last year technical guidelines were prepared 

rcgarding the placing of road signs, pavement markings and information 

panels! the establishment of road links and fuel stations and the 

development of cycle lanes and their corresponding guiding syst~m. The 

guidelines of traffic engineering. for the local go\'ernments were issued 

jointly by the Ministry of Transport~ Communication and \Vater 

Management (tvfTC\VM) and the Ministry ofTnterior. 

5. Plans for the future 

The Economic Committee of UN elaborated a modificarion to the 

Furopean Treaty on Transport and Traftic Signs. ''''hich will serve as a 

basis for up~rrading the Traffic Code and Decree No 10/1984("-11. 21 .) by 

the ~nistry of Transport. 
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Our intention is to enc()uruge. by professional discussions l:l11d continuous 

monitoring. the experts to Udopl the technil:ul guidelincs issued in 1993 
.inu I t)<)4. 

l:ul1.her steps \In; pbnncd in the dircctiul1 or divcrsi lied specd control 

which would contribute to ellvironmcnl-fricndlv and homO!!CnOU5 110\1"- of 
~ ... 

lranil.:. The allowed speeds should corn;spond to the geomctrical and 

vi-'iII,', d,~sir.n nf the I,arl'icular rond section:.;. TogeLher wiLh c!)lahli~hing 

the l·iullgarim., spe~dw'lY system the desig.n objectives and cross ~eclions 

or cxpn:ssways should h,- dlll'ili,~d with pmvidin!1 tor Ih,~il' tillll\·(~. 

devcJopme::nl into motorways. The conditions of qualij~"ing certhin 
sli:parate and upgraded road sections (e.g.. lrunkroad No 8) as exprcssv\'ays 

am! the impm:ts or raising speed limil up to 100 km/h on sulety should be 

assessed. The drivers \'v{)l\ld require allowed speed or 70 km/h on 

~Ipproach sections subject to the intensity of pedestrian and cycle traffic. 

The road g..comctry should be ud.illst~d to the speed limit of 50 km/h on 

u\'bun~CCli()ns, The EllroPC:'ll1 CI1(.lcuvour, "Tcmpo 30" can only b~ 

\.:rJi.!cti\"(.: in built-in i\rcn~. if the efiects or tr~nic ~igns are promoted by 

other I"hcilities or tnlrtic engineering requiring the reduction of speed. 

rv'lore details (to be m;scsscd at mor~ locations) are tu be learnt about the 

now and momentary volume or traffic. The basis for the operation of 

dVllmnic tranic control systems would be the automatic trnftic cOllnting, 
.. 01 ... 

10rwarding th~ data to a eentr~ without delay. and the availability of 

CVillllilling ulgnrilhms I\)r data processing. The xrlllmlli()\1 or Ih<:: nel\vnrk 

on ~:I.!rlal·n toad streH.:hc!' c'llIs ror lhe dc\-elopmcnt of such systems (c.g. 

~ L-\R:\Bt L~cnu~ (or L~l)lcs~\vay MO, urban tl'Llfiic control c~nl1'cs 

(lpcrating wilh traffic lights). 
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1) Preface · 

Road safety is an important issue of maj or concern in both 
industrialised countries and countries with economies in 
r.~~n~ition. In my paper I would like to present an access to 
the road safety on the road network in Slovakia. 

2) Cene~al Road Data 

Slovakia has a total population of 5.3 million and an area of 
49, 026 sq. km (approx.108 per sq. km). In Slovakia the road 
network is devided into 

- motorways 
- class I,II,III roads 
- urban roads and unclassified roads. 

Motorways and classified roads create the National Road Network 
and are· owned by the State. The role of the State is to build, 
operate and maintain the state road network in accordance with 
transport, planning and enviromental policy. 

General Road Data 

Type of Road 

:::0 torways 
class I,II,III roads 
in terna ti onal "E" roads 

I u. can roads 

Densi ty of Road Network 

Type of Road 

motorways 
class I,II,III roads 
urban r:::Jads 

Length (km) 

198 
17, 7~7 
1,390 

19,300 

k.71/1, 000 sq. km 

4,03 
361, 78 
394,01 

Traffic Densi ty (Motorway, Year Average of Daily Densi ties) 

Motorway 1992 I 1993 1993/1992 

D-2 11,948 10,696 0,86 
D-2 Lafr.Bridge(Bratislava) 13,528 16, 234 1,20 
D-61Port Bridge(Bratislava) 31,620 34,782 1,10 
=- 6 1 Bra tislava-Trnava 8,236 9,876 1,20 
D-l Ivachnova-Hybe 5,405 4,355 0,81 
D-1 Presov-Budimir 4,377 5,467 1,25 
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Toral Traffic Accidenrs on rhe Road Nerwork 

Irem 1985 1990 90/85 

rraffic accidenrs roral 26,413 35, 213 1,33 
- faraliries 455 662 1,45 
- serious inj uries 1,760 2,469 1,40 
- light inj uries 

dal"d;;Q~ (million CSK) 

Number of Vehicles (1990): 

3) Traffic Saferv 

5,883 8,165 

124,5 197, 7 

passenger cars ....... 895,550 
trucks. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69,107 
special cars ......... 53,137 
buses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14,301 
tractors. . . . . . . . . . . .. 67,056 

1,39 

1,59 

Total .... 1,099 mill. 

Ar presenr in SI ovaki a rraffic accidents number more than 
50,000 per year. Approximarely 1/4 of them involves injuries to 
persons.. Accidents on roads increase the number of disabled 
persons parrly or entirely incapacitated for work. 

In the field of rraffic safety the efford is necessarily 
direcred rowards reducing rhe absolute number of rraffic 
dcciqenrs as well as alleviaring the severity of their impac~. 
The goal can be achieved only by produc~ive cooperation and 
harmonizarion among road users, decision-makers and road 
lut:b""ri ties. 

In 1994 rhe Road Insriture (UCHD Brarislava) elaborared the 
handbook dealing with basic approach to rhe road accident 
regisrration representing the base for a det:ermination of 
dangerous secrions on the road under inves~igation. The basic 
acti vi ties are as follows: 

- road accident registration 
- road accident evaluation (damages) 
- steps ro be done for removal of the 

accidenr cause 
- financial evaluation of steps 

mentioned above 

The accident data base, kept by the Police Traffic Board, 
provide inforl1ation on all accidents regis~red by the poli Ce 
and invol ving personal injury. The accident data are recorded 
on computer and can thus be edited and sorred by various 
crjteria. 
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~~e main goal in the evaluation of road accidents is to select 
dangerous points and sections on a road. Following cri teria 
have been accepted to determine the critical accidental 
section: 

motorway 
road 

- more than 3 accidents/250m/year 
- more than 6 accidents/500m/year 

The results of the traffic accident evaluation create the base 
ill practical application of preventing accidents and ensuring 
that traff~'c needs are satisfied to an optimum and acceptable 
extent. The activities leading to the improvement of the 
traffic safety can be dev~aed into three groups: 

immediate measures (for example: speed reduction, 
warning traffic ~igns etc.) 

short-time measures (for example: extent of road, 
additional traffic lane, 
separated lane for cyclists, 
redesign of dangerous section 
etc. ) 

long-time measures (by-passes, interchanges, 
cooperation between road 
authorities and decision-makers 
etc. ) 

4) Enviromental Protection 

Ecological considerations are very important factors in the 
design and construction of roads. In the for~ of an 
En viromen tal IJnpact Study eac.? new road design has to be 
investigated and approved /Slovak .National Council La;...
ly-O. l27/94/. When protection requirements demand engineering 
structures, the preffered solution is to provide them in the 
form of landscaped walls or noice barriers in parallel to the 
:-oad 

With regard to existing roads, more emphasis is to be placed 
on the collection and controlled drainage of surface water and 
the protection of potable water and groundwater reserves. 
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5) Outlook 

The only factor than we can be reasonably certain of is that 
r.raffic will continue to grow. Recent forecasts of future 
l1:obili ty and traffic predict that passenger traffic will grow 
by up to 60 percent by 2010 in developed countries. In CEEC 
countries the percent of traffic increase is expected to grow 
much more. 

It is essential to continue the activities described ~n this 
report in all fields of road traffic. They include improvements 
in automotive engineering, road layout and routing, behaviour 
of road users, road operation and administration etc. 

J.Celnar 
Directorate of Motorways 
'l'ovarenska 9 
813 44 Bratislava 
SLOVAKIA .' l' 

, ~'t.l ... .' \ 

. , 
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PRESENTATION OF ROAD SAFETY PROBLEMS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

1. General overview 

Accident results in 1993 in the Czech Republic 
152 157 accidents 

1 355 fatalities (24 h) 
5 629 serious injuries 

26 821 slight injuries, 
are the worst during the last 20 years. 

The lonq term development. shows the enorrnous increase of 
accidents and their cons~quences after 1987. This increase is 
simi lal~ to the changes in the end of 60' s. If \Iole compare the 
development of motorisation and fatalities (as a representative 
figure of accidents) shown in Fig.1, we can see the direct relation 
to the c=ech historical years - 1968 and 1989. 

Th~ developm9nt of the road unsafety reflects very clearly al .l 
the economical. social, and political changes in OU1~ society . 
Generally, in this relation we can find the main explanation of the 
present bad state of cdiety not only in our country, but also in the 
other CEE countries. 

Since 1987 (in this year we achieved the safety level 
cornprtrabll;> \loll th the most -:ieveloped cO'.Inl'.l~ies) unti 11 1993 Wel-p. the 
,.,cc l.denl:.a n1.1mU""I-e almost. doubled (Fig. 2) . Within Lhla peri od 
motoris3.tion \Io,as increased only by 26%. It means, that the influence 
of society changes, mentioned abo\le, is "ery significant. Sorry to 
have to say, but the numbers for the ten months of 1994 are higher 
than the ones in 1993. 

n hope for solution: 
I n 19~O was est.abl ished by U'\e CZ'<'ch <:'fo\ll':?rnmant the "Czech 
Governm.3.nt al Counci 1 for Road SafetN'" This body, in which are 
repl~eSf?ntat ives of the ministries and organisations involved in road 
safety, should coordinate and initi.':lt.e all safety activities. On the 
lev""l n[ th1.R r-olJnci1 ~las agreed the "Synt. em program of road sa.Lety 
incl-eas~". I-lhich indicates the main act :.ivity directions. 
The- t1inistrv of Transport. \Io'hich is responsible for the saiety 
rtc:.t t \) l. t . i 0:;>9 connect eo:! I-li th roads. cont.racted Transport f!eseal~ch 

Cl? nt. ",: 1- ':.0 ~laborat~ an "Ac t- ion plan" . This action plan based on t.he 
.. 8'10 I. "'In Pl'ogl 'am I, ~1i 11 precise the concret steps and t.he i r 
Pl -iol-i t 1.09 iCll~ safety impl~ov~ment on l"Oads . 



2. Location of accidents 

Most of accidents (74,2 %) happened on the roads in built - up 
areas. what is almost the same like in 1987. In the contrary. the 
rate of the most serious conseqences on the road outside built - up 
areas increased from 48 % to 53 %. In numbers it means, that in 
built - up areas each 17Bth accident ends with a fatality, meanwhile 
outside built - up areas each 57th. 

Location of accidents and their relations according to the road 
clasification indicates the following table. 

roads of ... class 
motorways 

1st 2nd 3rd 

number of 
accidents 2683 29031 20724 15345 

number of 
fatalities 46 454 311 20B 

number of 
injuries 421 BOOl 6558 506B 

lenght 
[km] 389,6 6493 14344 34719 

vehicle km 
2 .. 1 12.3 7.9 5,0 

[lOP] 

ac./100 km 688 447 144 44 

fat./100 km 11.8 7.0 2.2 0,6 

inj./100 km 108 123 46 15 

ac./veh km 1.3 2,4 2,6 3,0 . 
fat./veh km 0 .02 0 .. 04 0,04 0.04 

inj . /veh km 0,2 0,7 0.8 1.0 

ac'/fat . 58 64 67 74 

inj./fat. 9,2 17.6 21.1 24.4 

Tab.l: ~ccidents characteristcs according to road clasification 
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These numbers confirm as t.o t.he vehicle kilomet.rage the high 
safety of design parameters of motor~,ays. The worse they are. the 
higher the risk is to be expect.ed. 

On the other side. the high density of accidents on the 
motol-ways and the roads of the 1st. class means the necessi ty of t.he 
carefull choice of suit.able measures. The higher severit.y of 
accid9nt.s on thes9 roads is closely connect.ed wit.h t.he higher 
traffic speed. A reevaluat.ion of t.he speed limits and the st.rict. 
enforcement. of t.heir obeYing would be necessary. 

The influence of speed is also possible to follow in the break 
- down of accidents and t.heir consequences according t.o t.heir 
places. 

number of 

accidents fat.alities injuries 

straight st.retch 73155 705 13683 

curve or 
shortly b9hind it. 30679 417 8981 

Junction 36748 204 8967 

Tab. 2: Places of accident.s 

The main cause of accident.s in curves or short.ly behind t.hem is 
speeding ( 62.8 % ). 

The high 
should be an 
signing. too. 

fr9quency of 
impuls for 

accident.s and 
improving their 

injuries on junctions 
design paramet.ers and 

There are t.hree fundamental design standards in our count.ry as 
follows: 

- for motorways and highways out.side built-up areas. 
- for roads in built.-up areas. 
- for junctions . 

All of them are re~ised in present time. 

3. Accident. causes 

In t.he accident statist.ic are registrated 66 diferent causes of 
accident.s. The break - down of t.he most frequent according to t.he 
road classificat.ion is demonstrat.ed in the following table 
( procentage from all accidents caused by driver). 

According to the statistics. 90.5 % of accidents are caused by 
drivers. 
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roads oi ... class 
motorways 

1st 2nd 3rd 

unsuificient attention • 
to driving 42 .. 5 ' 1 0 .. 6 11.8 11.7 

speeding in accordance 
to surface conditions 16.7 13,0 14,4 14,2 

not keeping 
safe distance 13.3 22,3 10,1 4.6 

driving 
in oposite direction 0,3 3.4 5.3 8.7 

speedinq in accordance 
to design parameters 0.2 5.9 10,6 16.1 

not giving way 0,1 6 .8 7,5 6.6 

Tab.3 Main causes of accidents 

The overview shown above confirms very clear relation between causes 
of accidents and technical parameters of roads, and enables to find 
the suitable and efficient measures for safety improving. 

Almost a half of accidents on motorways is caused by the 
"borring way of driving", and in the connection with the high speeds 
it leads to serious consequences. 

As worse are the desiqn parameters of 
share of accidents caused by speeding in 
parameters and driving in oposite direction. 

roads, that higher is 
accordance to design 

Practically the same share of accidents caused by speeding in 
accordance to the "surface conditions ( wet, icy, muddy) is not only 
a problem of driver's behaviour. and 01 couroe. of ipmrovement of 
theil- education and skills. but also of the better care of road 
administrators for the maintance of carriageways · 
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4. Vulnerable road users 

In accidents in 1993 there were killed 335 pedestrians and 
122 cyclists# injured 5810 pedestrians and 4457 cyclists. 

Break-do,,"1n of these consequences accordinq to their locations 
and the share from the whole numbers is indicated in the followinq 
table and in appendix. 

pedestrians cyclists 

fatalities injuries fatalities injuries 

Nr. % Nr. % Nr. % Nr. % 

built-up 
areas 233 41 5253 26 70 11 3503 17 

outside 
built-up 
areas 102 13 557 5 52 9 954 8 

Tab.4: Consequnces of vulnerable road users accidents 

These tragic numbers. one of the worst in Europe. are the 
results of the unsufficient road infrastructure in our country on 
one side. and of irresponsible behaviour of vehicle drivers on the 
other side. 

The ~roblem of cyclists accidents is much worse, if we take in 
account relativly low frequency of cyclists traffic on our roads. 

Still in this year will be published by the Transport Research 
Center (contracted by the Ministry of Transport) a guide book 
dealing with promoting of cyclist traffic and planin9# and 
constructing its infrastructure. 
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5. Signing and marking of roads 

To anybody of us is clear the importance of road signing and 
marking for road safety. 

It is very difficult to expres exactly how many accidents were 
caused by an unsuffiecient. wrong or even missing road signing and 
mal~kinq. Practically each black spot we've invastiqated had t.hese 
failures. 

To give only a general impression. we have evaluated from the 
accident. st.at.ictics. that more then 17% of all accidents were caused 
by not obeying the road signing. 

Our institute • on behalf of the Ministery of Transportation. 
is already for long time invlolved in the solution program of this 
problem. In this year will be published the guideline for marking of 
work zones on roads . An elaboration of guidelines for usage of 
marking and signing on roads is running and will be published in 
1995 . In 1995 will also start the preparation of guidelines for 
orientation road signing. 

5. Roadside safety 

The safe road conditions are influenced also by the space next 
to roads. The main problems in this case in our country are rigid 
obstacles - especially trees along the roads. The fact is. that the 
tree alleys are representing the "picture" of our country. On the 
other side this kind of accidents has very serious consequences . The 
severity of crashes from 1993 is documentated in the table Nr.5. 

This table is the proof that the crashes with rigid obstacles 
are really a serious problem. The share of these accidents is 16.6% 
of all accidents. but the share of fatalities is 2~ !! 
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number of 
crashes wit.h accident.s / fatal. 

accidents fatalities 

t.rain 332 50 7 

pedest.rian 5953 330 18 

rigid obst.acl .e 25258 364 69 

going vehicle 72730 444 164 

animal 2559 5 512 

one car accident 4274 8 534 

st.anding vehicle 24752 33 750 

tram 1168 1 1168 

Tab.5: Severity order of crashes 

7. Black spots 

The accident statistic in the Czech Republic shows that 40% of 
accidents happen on 3% of lenght of roads - on the black spots. 

Long term investigation of these places. testing different. 
measures and practical solutions made by our institute shows. that 
mostly by using very small costs there can be achieved very good 
results . The most important condition is to make the throughout 
analysis of infrastucture. traffic. and accident circumstances 
resultin~ in the knowledge of the real causes of accidents. 

Just now we are finishiq the first part of guidelines for 
solving of black spots. dealing with indentification and analysis of 
black spots. The second part. which will bring the practical measure 
suggestions. is going to work out with SWOV. to utilize the 
experiences of other countries. 
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8. Economical backgrounds 

The last one, but also the most important problem is, that all 
safety improvements need money to realize them. 

From this point of view there is necessary to asses the 
accident costs to make possible : 

- evaluation of costs caused hy accidents for society 

- to prove the effects of road safety improvements. 

To promote these two points, BESIP contracted with our 
institute to elaborate the cost of accident consequences. We took in 
account: 

a) direct cost - health care 
- material damages 

b) indirect cost - insurenc9 
- social reimbercement 
- police 

court 
production losts 

From the evaluation of these items we've calculated the lost of 
accident consequences 
- fatality 
- serious irijury 
- slight injury 

as follows: 
3.493.000 
1.126.000 

93.000 

K~ 

K~ 

K~. 

On the base of these results we found the total costs caused by 
accidents in 1993: 

.17.6.15 n:1.:i.1 K~ 

We hope that this number could be an impuls for road safety 
investments ... 
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ROAD ACCIDENTS IN TIlE CZECH REPUBLIC - TREND SINCE 1980 
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Road Fund Administration of the Czech Republic 
is engaged in sector oftrafiic safety namely in: 

I. Traffic accident analysis from the point of view of the impact both of road design 
and of maintenance on safety. 
II. Proposals for remedial measures 

1) short-tenn or immediate solution 
2) long-term solution 

Ill. Other activities 

I. Accident analvsis 
1) Accident analysis being subdivided according to territorial administrative 

structure as well as to importance of roads is made on annual basis. The consequences 
of traffic accidents are further grouped to units according to the structural elements of 
roads and of defaults both in terms of their structure and/or maintenance. In addition to 
severity of accidents, also the concentration of accidents and relative accident rate are 
recorded, i.e. relation of occurence oftraftic accidents to road section length. traffic 
volume or traffic perfomlance. 

2) In addition to annual monitoring of the road network in total. accident analysis is 
made on the basis of topical requirements. also for limited areas or for selected roads · 

3) A list of accident blackspots is regularly being compiled to serve as a basis for 
assessement of order of urgency for improvements, It is also used for fixing volumes of 
funds required to carry out remedial measures on such spots aiming at increasing 
traffic safety. 

4) Further on. summaries or other types of accident analyses are made on individual 
re<.iuests for assessement of existing roads (rehabilitation. improvements) and of road 
projects proposed for implementation. 

11. Proposals tor safety measures 
1) short-tenn or inmlediate solution 

TIus type of solution con~erns first anahsis elaboration n'ithout delaf and 
selection of optimum solutions on spots where a sudden or dangerous growth of 
number oftraffic accidents with serious Consequences has occllred. 

2) Long-tenn decision making 
TIlis kind of proposals in\'oh'~s more complicated and mor~ ~xpensi\ 'e solutions . 

Ther are either less urgent . or they require a broader and mor~ comprehensi\ '~ 
approach taking into account the whole local or traffic cont~:\1 in \ 'i~\V of the general 
outlook. 

Ill. \\ 'ithin the sCope oftrafiic safety research. \ 'molls research projects are carried out 
or contribut~d to . 





Traffic security control on the highways of the Ukraine by refinement of 
way terms 
Zabyshny A.S. 
Kiev State Highways Scientific-Research Institute (SHSRI), Ukraine. 

Ukrainian State Corporation on constraction, repairing and well-maintaining of automotive 
highways much attention gives to the security of highway traffic both under working out of 
design solutions and under service of well-maintaining of highways. 
In Kiev State Highway Scientific-Research Institute (SHSRI), that belongs to the Corporati
on, was worked out the system of traffic security control by refmement of way terms. 
This system cover such list of scientific-applied works: 
- analysis of kilometer distributions of way-transport occasions (WTO) on the concrete 

highway for detection of the localities and places their concentration by the special 
worked out compound criterion; 

- observation of detected localities and places of the concentration of WTO on the highway 
and installation of the lacks of way terms; 

- development of compound actions for the improvement or way terms directed on the 
raising of traffic security and their realization by highway organisations. 

The compound criterion includes a quantity of WTO that occured on the concrete way's 
kilometers during the latest three years, factual and calculated hedge of intensivities of the 
traffic and coefficients of the occasions. 
On the ground of these results it was stated, by the carried out investigations of factual 
kilometer distributions of WTO along the length of highways with the appication of proba
bilistic methods, that unsatisfactively terms are the ways such that respect to the criterion: 

m > = 4 WTO; t" 3 Years; N "N -< N ; IT "IT >- 0.4, (1) 
A M p A M 

where: 
M - is a quantity (level) of WTO, that occureed during the latest 3 years on observed 
kilometers; 
t - is a period of analysis of the kilometer distributions of WTO (years); 
NA, NM - are the factual mean-years intensivity of traffic on the localities and places concen
tration of WTO respectively (auto/day); 
Np - is a hedge of the mean-year intensivity of traffic with level m of WTO and 

ITA = ITM - O. 4 (auto/day); 

ITA' ITM are the coefficients or occasions on the localities and places of concentration of the 
WTO respectively: 

10 6 m 
ITA" -----

365 . t NM 1 

where I is a length of the way's locality that is equals to 1 km; 

10 6 m 
365 . t NM 

10 6 m 
N = -----

p 365. t ITA 1 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 



(5) 

In connection with these facts by localities of concentration we mean the kilometers of 
highways where during the latest years, the quantities of WTO are equal to 4 and more, and 
value the occasion's coefficient is more 0.4 as intensivity of traffic is less then hedg, that is 
the condition (1) is true. 
Localities of the concentration of WTO are the cross-roads and adjoined ways in one level, 
steep ascents and descents, curves in the plan of a small radions, ground pedestrian cros
sing, railway crossings, that are guarded and aren't guarded, artificial buildings, stands for 
stopping and parking of cars, bus stops, and other elements of ways or their related combi
nations of unimportant (insignifant) stretches as conditions (1) satisfied. 
Of long standing practice of work for refinement of way terms on the localitics and places 
of the concentration of WTO has confirmed the high effectivity of carried out system of 
traffic security control on the highways of common usage of the Ukraine, that belongs to 
above-mentioned Corporation. In fact, under carring out of compound worked out measure 
the WTO and heavity of their consequenses are decreased to the random distributed value 
that don't exceed the levels 0-3 WTO during three years from the beginning of carring out 
of the first measure, Concentration of WTO are practically vanished. 
It's easy to estimate the increasing of the traffic security on the localities and of the concen
tration of WTO on the hase of quantity of WTO by the method "to and after". It's the result 
of improvement of the way terms by the worked out compound measures: 

t z - t Z 
/:1= 1. 1 A 1- 1 n • 1 0 0 (6) 

tz 
1- 1 A 

Where 
IJ. - is an index of the increasing of traffic security by refmement of way terms, in percents; 

n L z A - is a summary quantity of WTO on the localities and places their concentrati-
1. 1 

on during the latest three years until fulfilment of compound worked out measures by 
increasing of traffic security; 

- is a summary quantity of WTO on the localities and places their concentrati -

on during the successive three years from the beginning of fulfllment of the first measure; 

1 = 1;N - is a quantity of localities and places of concentration of WTO. 

Three-years period stated by investigation to affer carring out of compound measures on 
increasing of traffic security is necessary and sufficient a minimal period that show the 
conformity to natural laws of factual diistributions of WTO. 
Dependance (6) allows to carry out an estimation of the increasing of traffic security on the 



individual localities and places of concentration of the WTO by their sum on the concrete 
highways and set of highways. 
Practic usage of the system of traffic security control is especially profitable and effective if 
the material-fmancial resourses that hand over repairing and well-maintaining of highways 
are limited. 
It's co~cted with purposeful increasing of the traffic highway security by the improve
ment of way terms on the localities and places of the concentration of WTO where a way 
terms do not sastisfy to the requirements of bully formed traffic in the guaranice of it 
security. 
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-.rJ'l.!.J..!.I ROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY DIRECTORATE 

Alvis PUKITIS , 
SENIOR INSPECTION 
OFFICER 

PHONE: +371-2-371086 9, BLlE~U ST, ,RIGA 
FAX: +371-8828301 LV 1104, LATVIA 

In Latvia with its territory of 64 thousand square kilometres there are 20538 kilometres 
of state highways. 7894 km or 38,4% of these roads are with black pavement. The 
state road network according to the importance of the roads is divided into main state 
roads (1568 km), 1st class roads (5521 km) and 2nd class roads. State roads are 
supervised by the Ministry of Transportation of the Republic of Latvia. which carries out 
maintenance. repairs and reconstruction of roads in the limits of allocated financial 
resources. The management and maintenance of state roads is carried out by 26 local 
road administrations. one in each administrative district. 

The usage, management and preservation of roads is determined by the law "On 
roads". 

In addition there are approximately 40 thousand kilometres of roads under the 
jurisdiction of rural municipalities and other owners. 40% of the total length of rural 
roads are in bad condition. The problem of organizational principles of the maintenance 
and development as well as the financing system of these roads still is not solved in the 
government level. 

Regarding the quantitative characteristics Latvian road network fully satisfies the needs 
of the national economy. Regarding the widening of road network (construction of new 
roads) only the construction of city bypasses or the completion of earlier started objects 
is possible. 

For the present the main problem is the improvement of qualitative characteristics of 
the state road network - the guaranteeing of the comfort. safety and continuity of the 
traffic. In order to achieve these characteristics following activities are carried out: 

1. road maintenance In summer and winter including necessary renewal and 
modernizing of technical means of traffic regulation : 

2. normative repairs of road pavement·. 

3. reconstruction of separate road section according to traffic Intensity. 

Unfortunately due to the crisis of national economy Since 1991. the financing of road 
sector from state budget is more than insufficient and in 1994 it is 1 0° ~ the minimal 
necessary amount. Recently the rehabilitation of levehng course (normative repair) is 
fully stopped. The amount of maintenance works such as pothole patching on black 
pavements. surface treatment. grading of gravel and crushed stone pavements. 
reestablishing of road signs and wl'nter road maintenance. as well as traffic safety 
improvement activities are reduced considerably. 

If the finances for routine and periodic road maintenance are not be found . the 
consequences will be catastrophic. 
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Authorities of Ministry of Transportation and road branch actively are working in the 
procurement of credits for the rehabilitation of black pavements and the implementation 
of wet salt technology in winter road maintenance in the regions with intensive traffic. 
We hope that these activities will improve the condition of roads at least a little. 

In the past the questions of road traffic safety were solved only by the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. For the present the Ministry of Internal Affairs is dealing with the 
supervision and regulation of traffic. 

All other matters starting with the working out of legislative acts, training of drivers, 
vehicle registration and annual technical inspection, are solved by the Road Traffic 
Safety AdFAinistFatien. D:,·.:. ':.::'~ 'c k..L.t~ 

New vehicle registration numbers, which answer the reqUirements of European Union, 
are implemented in Latvia. 

For the present the change of driver licenses is going on in Latvia. New licenses fully 
answer the requirements of 2nd Directive of European Union. 

The work of road supervision is carried out by controlling the condition of road 
pavement and supplementary structures, as well as the conformity to the normative 
requirements. 

The design documentation is being checked very seriously in order to answer all 
reqUirements of traffic safety after the completion of construction works. 

The system of recording and analysis of road traffic accidents is improved. The results 
of analysis are published in the newspapers and broadcasted in TV and radio. Accident 
data are also used in the informing of the parliament and government about the bad 
situation in the terms of number and gravity of road traffic accidents. 

j \f :J"';:' ('I" ..;:, ,-

Since Jantiary 1, 1994. the law "On Road Traffic" is effective. It has determined the 
legal framework of road traffic, and described the structure of the road traffic 
management. In the law there are provided general regulations of traffic safety. 
procedure of vehicle registration and defined the rights and duties of road traffic 
participants as well as other questions connected with the road traffic. 

The working out of Latvian Road Traffic Regulations has come to the last phase. The 
prrnciples of these regulation have not been changed but details are more practical and 
answer the requirements of leading European countries. 

I hope that this brief report has shown to the audience the willingness of Latvla '0 go 
further h the improvement of traffic safety. 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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ESTONIA 

PHONE (372) 2 445460 
(372) 2 44 2380 

FAX (372) 6 395351 

Roae Safety in Estonia. 

Estonia is located :~ north-eastern Europe, on the eastern 

shore of the Baltic Sea. :t is bounded on north by Finland on 

the Gulf of Finland, on east by Russia on the opposite shore of 

Lake Peipsi, on south by :atvia and on west by Sweden west of 

the Baltic Sea. The area ~s 45215 sq. km and population ca 1,6 

million. Estonia is the 53allest one of the Baltic States, it is 

still larger than Hollanc or Denmark. The distance across east 

te west is 400 km and nor:h to south 300 km. The average elevation 

is only 50 m. There are e ;~r 1000 lakes, Lake Peipsi is one of the 

largest in Europe. 

The Republic of Est: ~ia was declared on Feb. 24,1918. Estonia 

is divided into 15 count~~s, all the counties have 10-18 communes. 

Tallinn's, the capital 0: the Republic of Estonia, population is 

446,000. 

Estonia has a public road network of 14,77. km. There are 

1,190 km main roads, 2,6:- km basic roads and 10,957 km local 

roads. Other roads (non ~;tonian Road Administration) const ~ tutes 

the ma or part of the rOe : network (28357 km of totally 431 :9 km). 

Number of bridges and vi !~u c ts on public roads are 827. Tot 3 1 

length of bridgis and vi! ~ucts are 19,105 m. On l y 54 , of t ~ e roads 

have a pavement (8,056 k ~ . The most important highways dre between 

Ta 11 inn - ~' a r va , Ta 11 inn - Ta r t u and Ta 11 inn - Par n u (\' i 3 Ba 1 t i c a ) 

The Via Baltica is a nort ~-south transport corridor through the 

Baltic countries connecti ~g them, to Finland in the north and to 
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Poland in the south, and then further to Central Europe. 

The route (193 km in Estonia) serves traffic in and between the 

Baltic countries and provides a new connection between north

-eastern and Central Europe. 

The speed limit in urban areas is 50 km/h, on roads 

90 km/h and on motorways up to 110 km/h in summer. 

The road traffic situation in the republic is bad. The road 

safety situation was stable until 1988, although even then the 

accident risk was much higher and the level of motorization 

lower in Estonia than in West Countries. After 1988 the situation 

began to deteriorate and the number of casualties increased 

rapidly. The worst year in the region was 1991. At the same time, 

the level of motorization increased sharply in the country. The 

increase in the accident rate and in the level of motorization 

is shown on the figure 1. 

The road safety situation changed dramatically under the 

pressure of the socio-political upheavals that effected Eastern 

Europe in the late 1980 s and early 1990 s. At the same time con

tatcts with Western neighbours made people possible to import new 

or second hand cars. As a result the motorization level started 

to rise (fig. 2) In this situation, some of drivers, especially 

young ones and owners of e~pensive new western cars, seem to 

associate personal freedom ~~th indifference to limits ani rules 

and some of them, drive ver~ aggressively. On the other hand the 

behaviour of part of pedest~ians and bicyclists is unresponsible. 

Drunken driving and a very aggressive way of driving have become 

a real problem specially du~ing a few last years. As else~bere, 

speeding and faulty driving are a common cause of fatal accidents. 
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Even the traffic legislation has been unsatisfactory, but it 

is in progress. The teaching of road safety at schools is, 

however, unsatisfactory. 

The road network in the three Baltic republics is rela

tively dense (fig. 3), but it has not been maintained suffi

ciently. Economic difficulties are responsible for the cut in 

road investments and maintenance. Most of the surfaces on main 

roads are in need of repair. Average age of main and basic roads 

are 15,7 years (01.01.92). 

Money for roads in various countries: 

l. Germany (1993) 560.000 EEK/km 

2. Denmark (1992) 344.000 EEK/km 

3. Spain (1992 ) 307.000 EEK/km 

4. Sweden (1993) 164,000 EEK/km 

5. Finland (1993 ) 164.000 EEK/km 

6. Estonia (1993 ) 12.800 EEK/km 

(1994 ) 17.800 EEK/km 

In Estonia long term safety plans have been done al~eady. 

In practice this plan have been a list of countermeasure 

without real financing and action plans. 

To make a good traffic safety program, it must be b~sed 

on the state wide safety goal . 

To change the goal into action plans for tra ff ic sa ~et ~ 

organizations, a state wide action plan is needed. In the 

a ction plan is decided which are the main parts of the safety 

wor~ during a few next years. The action plan should be done 
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using cost - benefit analysis data based on independent 

traffic safety studies. International cooperation can be used. 

The most effective safety improving actions depend on the 

situation of traffic safety work done in the country. The use 

of seat belts, the avoidance of drunken driving and the speed 

limit system are almost always actual. 

Regional safety plans are neended to carry out the actions 

planned in the state wide action plan. The regional plan can be 

based on the regional traffic safety checking. 

Using the positive and negative experience of western countries 

it is possible to avoid the mistakes of western countries and 

improve the situation. 

Co-operation between the road administrations of Denmark, 

Finland and Sweden and their counterparts in Estonia is already 

defined by agreements . 

An effective rescue system in crucial to a safe r oad 

infrastructure. Prompt rescue of road accident victims has 

saved numerous lives in the Nordic countries. 
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